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The sensitivity of listeners to changes in the center frequency of vowel-like harmonic complexes as
a function of the center frequency of the complex cannot be explained by changes in the level of the
stimulus@Lyzenga and Horst, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.98, 1943–1955~1995!#. Rather, a complex pattern
of sensitivity is seen; for a spectrum with a triangular envelope, the greatest sensitivity occurs when
the center frequency falls between harmonics, whereas for a spectrum with a trapezoidal envelope,
greatest sensitivity occurs when the center frequency is aligned with a harmonic. In this study, the
thresholds of a population model of auditory-nerve~AN! fibers were quantitatively compared to
these trends in psychophysical thresholds. Single-fiber and population model responses were
evaluated in terms of both average discharge rate and the combination of rate and timing
information. Results indicate that phase-locked responses of AN fibers encode phase transitions
associated with minima in these amplitude-modulated stimuli. The temporal response properties of
a single AN fiber, tuned to a frequency slightly above the center frequency of the harmonic complex,
were able to explain the trends in thresholds for both triangular- and trapezoidal-shaped spectra.
© 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1856391#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt@WPS# Pages: 1210–1222
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cues used by listeners to detect spectral change
vowels have been studied for many years. However, the c
embedded in vowel signals and the mechanisms used by
auditory system to encode and process these cues are st
completely clear. Formant frequencies characterize the b
shape of the speech spectrum and are important for pho
identification ~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978!. Estimating the
ability of the auditory system to resolve changes in form
frequency is a first step in understanding speech proces
in the auditory system. Psychophysical experiments have
timated formant-frequency discrimination ability~Flanagan,
1955; Mermelstein, 1978; Sinnott and Kreiter, 199
Kewley-Port and Watson, 1994!; however, reported thresh
olds of the formant-frequency discrimination tasks have d
fered among studies because of the complexity of the stim
and differences in experimental procedures. For exam
Mermelstein~1978! found that the threshold for discrimina
ing changes in the first formant at 350 Hz was 50 Hz, wh
is much higher than the result of Flanagan~1955!, who re-
ported discrimination thresholds for the first formant~at 300
Hz! of 12 to 17 Hz.

Lyzenga and Horst~1995! conducted an interesting se
of experiments concerning the ability to discrimina
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lacarney@syr.edu
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changes in the center frequency of bandlimited harmo
complexes~Fig. 1!, which are a convenient simplification o
synthetic vowel signals. Figure 2~a! shows Lyzenga and
Horst’s ~1995! results for triangular spectra with differen
spectral slopes; the highest thresholds for discrimination
center frequency are near the center frequencies of 2000
2100 Hz, when the peak of the spectral envelope is ne
harmonic frequency@e.g., Fig. 1~b!#. The center-frequency
discrimination threshold is lowest@Fig. 2~a!, center
frequency52050 Hz# when the peak of the spectral envelo
is between two harmonic components@Fig. 1~a!#. In contrast,
the thresholds were lowest for the discrimination task with
trapezoidal spectral envelope@Figs. 1~c!, ~d!# when the cen-
ter frequency was near a harmonic frequency@Fig. 2~b!, cen-
ter frequency52000, 2100, or 2200 Hz; Fig. 1~d!#.

In the same study, just noticeable differences~jnd’s! for
the center frequency of the spectral envelope were meas
with a randomly varied signal level~Lyzenga and Horst,
1995!. The roving-level paradigm makes signal level le
reliable as a cue to detect frequency change. Thresholds
and without the roving signal level show similar tren
across frequency~Fig. 2, dotted and dashed lines!, with
slightly elevated thresholds for the roving condition. The
tio of roving versus nonroving jnd’s~keeping all the other
parameters the same! is about 1.5 in most cases~Lyzenga
and Horst, 1995!. This result suggests that the auditory sy
tem does not rely on level cues to encode the center
quency of harmonic complexes.
il:
17(3)/1210/13/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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In the current study, thresholds for center-frequency d
crimination were estimated based on the response patter
a computational model for a population of auditory-ner
~AN! fibers. A general approach to quantifying the ability
AN population responses to explain psychophysical thre
olds was proposed by Siebert~1965!, who combined an ana
lytical model of the peripheral auditory system with an ide
central processor to predict performance limits in psyc
physical tasks. The discrimination ability of the ideal cent
processor can be estimated with methods from the theor
statistical hypothesis testing. Heinzet al. ~2001a! adopted
Siebert’s ideal-processor mechanism and combined it wi
detailed computational AN model in a study of monau
level and frequency discrimination. In this study, the He
et al. ~2001a! approach was applied to the problem of cent
frequency discrimination of harmonic complexes, and mo
predictions were compared with the psychophysical res
of Lyzenga and Horst~1995!. Predictions based on averag
rate of the AN responses were compared with predicti
based on both average rate and the fine structure of the
response patterns~i.e., the timing information!. The Tan and
Carney~2003! computational AN model was used to sim
late responses of the population of AN fibers to t
harmonic-complex signals.

A study of the coding mechanisms used by the peri
eral auditory system is important to understand how spe
signals are encoded. The purpose of this project is to exp
the cues used by the auditory system in formant-freque
discrimination tasks. The study was not designed to iden
the neural processing mechanism that achieved the best
formance ~i.e., lowest threshold!; rather, the goal was to
identify neural cues and mechanisms that can explain
performance of listeners. Thus, predicting the trends in
psychophysical results was the focus, not the absolute va
of the thresholds. In general, the model thresholds were
ter than psychophysical thresholds, but model thresho
could be modified by the addition of internal noise~i.e., ran-

FIG. 1. Examples of the harmonic-complex spectra, with a triangular en
lope ~a!, ~b! or a trapezoidal envelope~c!, ~d!. All spectra have a fundamen
tal frequency of 100 Hz. The bold circles on top of each spectrum indic
the center frequency. The spectra on the bottom row~b!, ~d! are centered at
2000 Hz, while the spectra on the top row~a!, ~c! are centered at 2020 Hz
~shifted 20 Hz away from 2000 Hz!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan and Laure
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domness of the neural discharges! or by assuming that fewe
AN model fibers were engaged in the task.

II. METHODS

A. Stimuli

Two center-frequency discrimination experiments
Lyzenga and Horst~1995! were simulated using bandlimite
harmonic complexes with a fundamental frequency of 1
Hz ~Fig. 1!. Stimulus parameters were the shape~triangle or
trapezoid!, the slope (G5100, 200, or 400 dB/oct!, and the
center frequency of the spectral envelope~from 2000 to 2100
Hz for the triangular envelope and from 2000 to 2200 Hz
the trapezoidal envelope!. In the first experiment, the spectra
envelope was triangular on a log–log scale@Figs. 1~a!, ~b!#.
In the second experiment, the spectral envelope was t
ezoidal on a log–log scale, with a 200-Hz-wide consta
level plateau@Figs. 1~c!, ~d!#. The fundamental frequenc
was always 100 Hz, and all frequency components of
complexes had a starting phase angle of zero degrees. S
duration in each trial was 250 ms, including 25-ms onset a
offset ramps shaped by a raised cosine.

As in the physiological experiments, the frequencies
the harmonic components~Fig. 1, vertical lines! were held

FIG. 2. Human thresholds for center-frequency discrimination of
harmonic-complexes~from Lyzenga and Horst, 1995; reprinted with permi
sion! with ~a! triangular spectrum envelope and~b! trapezoidal spectrum
envelope. Each row corresponds to the thresholds for a different slope o
harmonic envelope:G5100, 200, and 400 dB/oct from top to bottom. Th
solid lines@~a!, lower two panels# are predictions based on the change in t
overall level of the stimuli. The dashed lines with triangle signs are hum
thresholds for the experiments described in the text. The dotted lines
circles are human thresholds with a random within-trial rove of the stimu
level ~Lyzenga and Horst, 1995!.
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constant throughout all simulations. The task was to d
criminate changes in the center frequency~Fig. 1, circles! of
the spectral envelope~Fig. 1, dashed lines!. The magnitudes
of the harmonic components changed as the center frequ
of the spectrum envelope shifted to lower or higher frequ
cies. For example, the center frequency of the harmo
complex in Fig. 1~b! was 2000 Hz. When this center fre
quency shifted to a frequency slightly higher than 2000
~e.g., 2005 Hz!, the magnitude of all the components wi
frequencies higher than 2000 Hz increased, and the ma
tude of all the components with frequency lower than 20
Hz decreased. When the center frequency decreased slig
the magnitudes of the components with frequencies lo
than 2000 Hz increased, and the magnitudes of the com

FIG. 3. Simplified harmonic-complex signals:~a! triangular envelope with
center frequency at 2050 Hz;~b! triangular envelope with center frequenc
at 2000 Hz;~c! trapezoidal envelope with center frequency at 2050 Hz;~d!
trapezoidal envelope with center frequency at 2000 Hz. The compo
amplitudes correspond to those in the 400-dB/oct slope condition.
1212 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan an
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nents with frequencies higher than 2000 Hz decreased.
To better understand the features of the harmonic co

plexes and the performance predicted by the AN popula
model, it was useful to consider simpler signals with few
components in addition to the harmonic complexes descri
above. The simplified signal also made mathematical an
sis more tractable. We will illustrate stimuli with center fre
quencies of 2000 and 2050 Hz because there are large
ferences in psychophysical thresholds for these two ce
frequencies~Fig. 2; Lyzenga and Horst, 1995!. Figure 3
demonstrates simplified versions of the stimuli in Fig. 1 w
triangular~left! and trapezoidal spectra~right!. For the trian-
gular spectrum with center frequency at 2050 Hz@Fig. 3~a!#,
only the two harmonic components closest to the cente
the envelope were included. In this case, the simplified sig
combined two sinusoids with the same amplitude. This co
bination of signals can be represented as a sinusoidal si
modulated by a cosine

(1)

The cosine modulator serves as the envelope of the
nal. An interesting feature of this simplified signal is that
the zero-crossing point of the cosine signal~when the cosine
signal changes from positive to negative or from negative
positive!, there is a 180-deg phase change in the fine str
ture of the harmonic complex’s temporal waveform.

Figure 4 shows the simplified signals in the time d
main. In Fig. 4~a!, the thick solid line is the simplified two-
component signal with center frequency at 2050 Hz@corre-
sponding to the spectrum in Fig. 3~a!#, and the thin solid line
is the simplified signal with center frequency at 2060 H
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d
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s

FIG. 4. Time-domain waveforms for the simplifie
harmonic-complex signals with triangular spectra.~a!
Stimulus with center frequency of 2050 Hz;~b! stimu-
lus with center frequency of 2000 Hz. In each panel, t
thick solid line illustrates a signal without the cente
frequency shift and the thin solid line illustrates a sign
with a 10-Hz center-frequency shift. The dotted line
are reference sinusoidal signals of 2050 Hz~a! and
2000 Hz~b!.
d Laurel H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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FIG. 5. Time-domain waveforms for the simplifie
harmonic-complex signals with trapezoidal spectra.~a!
Stimulus with center frequency of 2050 Hz;~b! stimu-
lus with center frequency of 2000 Hz. In each panel, t
thick solid line illustrates a signal without the cente
frequency shift and the thin solid line illustrates a sign
with a 10-Hz center-frequency shift. The dotted line
are reference sinusoidal signals of 2050 Hz~a! and
2000 Hz~b!.
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~shifted 10 Hz from 2050 Hz!. The dotted line in Fig. 4~a! is
a pure sinusoidal signal at 2050 Hz, inserted to provid
visual reference. By comparing the thick and the thin so
lines with the dotted reference line in Fig. 4~a!, the 180-deg
phase transition that occurs at zero crossings of the enve
can be observed. On the right side of the marker~the down-
ward arrow!, the thick and the thin solid lines have the sam
phase as the dotted sinusoidal reference signal. On the
side of the marker, the thick and the thin solid lines hav
180-deg phase difference from the dotted reference line.
phase transition in the thick solid line differs slightly fro
that in the thin solid line. The thin solid line has a relative
slower phase shift; that is, the phase shift in the thin so
line starts earlier and ends later than in the thick solid li
This difference in the phase transient provides informat
for center-frequency discrimination, assuming that the A
response phase locks to the fine structure of the sound st
lus.

Figure 3~b! shows the simplified triangular spectru
used for a center frequency of 2000 Hz; three harmonic c
ponents were kept in this case. Because of the existenc
the center component, the combination of these three
monic components does not have the 180-deg phase ch
in the time domain. As described below, the presence or
sence of this 180-deg phase shift can explain threshold
ferences between these stimulus conditions.

In Fig. 4~b!, the thick solid line is the simplified three
component signal with center frequency at 2000 Hz@corre-
sponding to the spectrum in Fig. 3~b!#, and the thin solid line
is the simplified signal with center frequency at 2010
~shifted 10 Hz from 2000 Hz!. The dotted line is a pure
sinusoidal signal~2000 Hz! which is included to provide a
visual reference. It is clear that the result of the 10-Hz s
of the triangular spectral envelope is primarily a magnitu
change in the time domain.

The same simplification strategy was applied to
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan and Laure
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stimuli with trapezoidal spectra@Figs. 3~c!, ~d!#, except that a
larger number of components was required in the simplifi
signals for the trapezoidal spectrum. The central four co
ponents were kept for the stimulus with center frequency
2050 Hz @Fig. 3~c!#, and the central five components we
kept for center frequency of 2000 Hz@Fig. 3~d!#. Figure 5~a!
~thick solid line! shows the simplified four-component sig
nals with a center frequency of 2050 Hz@i.e., between two
harmonic components, Fig. 3~c!# and 2060 Hz~thin solid
line, a 10-Hz deviation from 2050 Hz! in the time domain.
The reference sinusoid at 2050 Hz~dotted line! is included to
illustrate the 180-deg phase reversals~arrow! in both signals;
the time courses of phase reversals differ slightly betw
the two stimuli. Figure 5~b! shows simplified five-componen
signals with center frequency at 2000 Hz~thick solid line!
and 2010 Hz~thin solid line, with a 10-Hz deviation from
2000 Hz! in the time domain. The arrows in Fig. 5~b! indi-
cate two abrupt 180-deg phase reversals in the thick s
line, whereas the phase reversals in the thin solid line
relatively smooth. Over the same period of time, there
more phase reversals in the five-component stimulus~twice
between 0.05 and 0.06 s! than in the four-component stimu
lus ~once between 0.05 and 0.06 s!. For the same difference
in center frequency~10 Hz!, the time over which the phas
shift takes place is longer for the stimulus with a center f
quency at a harmonic frequency@Figs. 3~d!, 5~b!# than for
the stimulus with a center frequency between harmonic
quencies@Figs. 3~c!, 5~a!#. These differences are potenti
explanations for the relatively lower discrimination thresho
for center frequency at 2000 Hz as compared to 2050 Hz
the trapezoidal spectra@Fig. 2~b!; Lyzenga and Horst, 1995#.
The simulations below allowed quantification of the inform
tion in these differences and direct comparison between
dicted thresholds based on a physiological model and ac
thresholds.

This description of the stimuli with simplified spectr
1213l H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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was included to facilitate the description and discussion
the possible cues in the stimuli. The threshold predictio
shown in the figures below were based on the original s
nals, unless specifically stated otherwise.

B. Nonlinear AN population model

The simulations of AN responses in this project we
based on a nonlinear computational AN model~Tan and Car-
ney, 2003! designed to simulate the time-varying dischar
rate of AN fiber responses in cat to arbitrary sound stim
This AN model has compression, two-tone suppression,
an instantaneous frequency~IF! glide in its reverse-
correlation function~e.g., Carneyet al., 1999!. This model
was selected for this study to allow investigation of the p
tential contributions to the results of compression and
frequency glide, which interact in a nonlinear fashion. Bo
the compressive nonlinearity and the IF glide can be ‘‘turn
on and off’’ by manipulating the parameters of the mod
Threshold predictions based on a model without these
tures were not significantly different from those report
here; thus, these model features were not critical for the
dictions described~see Tan@2003#, Chap. 5, for more detail!.
In addition, the simulations presented here were repeated
ing another nonlinear AN model~Heinzet al., 2001c!, which
has sharper tuning that is based on estimates of human
tory filters. Threshold predictions based on the Heinzet al.
~2001c! model only differed from those presented here
one case~discussed below!, despite the sharper tuning of th
AN fibers. This result was expected because the informa
in the rates of high-spontaneous AN fibers to wideband h
monic complexes presented at mid to high levels are
greatly effected by the AN filter bandwidth, nor are the te
poral response properties~such as phase locking! that are
critical for the temporal representations. Thus, the trend
the threshold predictions presented here were robust ac
different versions and configurations~e.g., linear versus non
linear! of the AN model.

The AN model population was based on a subset of
total 30 000 AN fibers in human~Rasmussen, 1940!, which
were assumed to have characteristic frequencies~CFs!
evenly distributed on a log scale from 20 to 20 000 Hz us
a simplified version of the human cochlear map of Gre
wood ~1990!. Calculations presented here were based on
AN models with CFs evenly distributed on a log scale fro
1500 to 3000 Hz~CFs beyond this range were not consider
for efficiency in computation!, or on subsets of these fiber
The 50 model fibers represented approximately 10%
the 30 000 AN fibers ~@log~3000/1500!/log~20 000/20!#
3100%510%!, which corresponded to a subpopulation
3000 fibers. Thus, each of the 50 AN models represen
about 60 AN fibers, for a total of 3000 fibers in the 1500
3000-Hz range.

C. Statistical methods

The predictions of the jnd’s in center frequency we
made based on the assumption that the observations o
population AN-model response was a set of independ
nonstationary Poisson processes~Siebert, 1968!. An ideal
1214 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan an
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central processor was assumed to optimally use the infor
tion encoded in the response pattern of each AN model fi
and the threshold of this central processor was estima
The bound on the variance of the estimate of a variable
be described by the Crame´r–Rao bound~Cramér, 1951; van
Trees, 1968!. The variances i of the estimate of any signa
parameter~e.g., Fc , the center frequency of the harmon
complex! based on the observation from theith AN fiber is
bounded by~Siebert, 1965, 1968!

1

s i
2
<E

0

T 1

r i~ t ! F]r i~ t !

]Fc
G2

dt, ~2!

wherer i(t) is theith AN fiber’s instantaneous discharge rat
T is the duration of the stimulus, andFc is the center fre-
quency of the harmonic complex. Note that Siebert’s strat
for estimating the jnd is based on descriptions of the inst
taneous rate,r i(t), for each model AN fiber in response t
each stimulus. Simulations of individual AN discharge tim
are not required; the randomness of AN responses from
to trial is incorporated in the assumption that the AN r
sponses are Poisson in nature.

Equation~2! represents the normalized sensitivity of th
ith AN fiber to a change in the center frequency change
the signal. By assuming that the discharge patterns of all
fibers are statistically independent~Johnson and Kiang
1976!, the bound of the variance of the observation based
the AN population’s response pattern can be found by su
ming the bounds for each single AN fiber; i.e., 1/sall

2

5( i1/s i
2. The jnd of the ideal central processor correspon

ing to d85Fcjnd /Asall
2 51 can then be found~Siebert, 1965!

as follows:

Fcjnd5F 1

(
i

1

s i
2
G 1/2

5F 1

(
i
E

0

T 1

r i~ t ! F]r i~ t !

]Fc
G2

dtG 1/2

.

~3!

Equation~3! describes the jnd of an ideal processor that u
both rate and timing information~i.e., ‘‘all information,’’
Heinz et al., 2001a!. If only the average-rate information o
the AN model responses is used, Eq.~3! can be simplified to

Fcjnd5F 1

(
i

1

s i
2
G 1/2

5F 1

(
i

1

Yi
F ]Yi

]Fc
G2G 1/2

, ~4!

whereYi5*0
Tr i(t)dt is the expected number of spikes~rep-

resenting the average-rate information! from the ith model
AN fiber in one trial.

The calculation of the partial derivative was approx
mated by calculating the ratio between the change in
response due to a small change in the center frequency o
signal and the small change in the center frequency~e.g.,
Heinz et al., 2001a!

]r i~ t !

]Fc
>

r i~ tuFc1DFc!2r i~ tuFc!

DFc
. ~5!

In this study, the approximation of the partial derivative w
computed usingDFc51 Hz.
d Laurel H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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The computer programs used for the simulations p
sented here are available at http://web.syr.edu/;lacarney

III. RESULTS

A. Predictions for signals with triangular spectra

Figures 6~a!–~c! shows the predictions of the AN popu
lation model thresholds for center-frequency discriminat
of the harmonic complexes with triangular spectra. Cen
frequency discrimination thresholds~jnd’s! are plotted as a
function of the center frequency of the spectral envelo
Each panel corresponds to predictions for one value of
spectral slope; psychophysical thresholds from Lyzenga
Horst ~1995! are replotted~thick lines!, along with their pre-
dictions based on changes in overall stimulus level@Figs.
6~b!, ~c! dashed lines#. Model predictions were based on e
ther the combined rate and timing information of the A
model population response~asterisks! or only on rate infor-
mation ~circles!. The predictions based on the combinati
of rate and timing information for all three spectral slop
showed the general trend of those observed for human
teners. That is, rate-and-timing-based thresholds plotted
function of center frequency showed a ‘‘trough,’’ or we
lowest when the center frequency was between two harm

FIG. 6. Thresholds of the AN population model for discrimination of t
center frequency of harmonic-complex signals with triangular spectra~a!,
~b!, ~c! and trapezoidal spectra~d!, ~e!, ~f!. Each panel corresponds to on
slope of the spectrum envelope (G5100, 200, and 400 dB/oct from top to
bottom!. The lines with circles are predictions based on only average-
information of the AN population responses. The lines with asterisks
predictions based on both rate and temporal information. The dashed
~b!, ~c! are threshold predictions based on the change in the overall lev
the stimuli with triangular spectra; these predictions clearly have incor
trends in threshold as a function of center frequency as compared to
psychophysical results~Lyzenga and Horst, 1995!. The predictions for tri-
angular spectra based on the combination of rate and timing informa
~asterisks! showed the desired trends~i.e., lowest thresholds for center fre
quencies between harmonics! for all three spectral slopes.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan and Laure
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ics ~2050 Hz! and highest when the center frequency fell
a harmonic~2000 and 2100 Hz!. Model threshold predictions
based only on rate information were relatively flat as a fu
tion of center frequency~circles!. In contrast, Lyzenga and
Horst’s ~1995! prediction based on the level of the signa
~dashed lines!1 showed apeakin the thresholds at 2050 Hz

Rate-based predictions for an AN model with sharp
tuning~Heinzet al., 2001c! also had a small peak at 2050 H
~not shown!. The sharper tuning in the Heinzet al. AN
model enhanced the energy-based information in the sti
lus, which resulted in predictions that had the wrong tre
~i.e., a peak rather than a trough in threshold plotted a
function of center frequency.! Predictions for the rate-and
timing-based predictions of the model with sharper tun
had trends that agreed with the human data~i.e., a trough
rather than a peak in the predicted thresholds as a functio
center frequency! and were not significantly different from
predictions for the Tan and Carney~2003! model used in this
study. This was expected because the temporal resp
properties of AN fibers are not strongly affected by reas
able differences in bandwidth of tuning for this type
stimulus.

Explanations for the trends in the model thresholds
provided by examining the sensitivity of different membe
of the model AN population. Figure 7 shows the normaliz
sensitivity2 ~in units of 1/Hz2! as a function of model-AN CF
for the triangular spectrum with a slope of 400 dB/oct. Ea
row corresponds to one spectral-envelope center freque
The normalized sensitivity for each AN model fiber based
both rate and timing information@left column, Eq.~2!# is

te
e
es
of
ct
he

n

FIG. 7. Sensitivity of model fibers to the changes of the triangu
harmonic-complex center frequency as a function of model fiber CF.
left column ~a!–~e! shows predictions based on rate information; the rig
column~f!–~j! shows predictions based on both rate and timing informati
Each row corresponds to one harmonic-complex center frequency~2000 to
2100 Hz with a step size of 25 Hz!. The lines are based on the origina
stimuli ~for all center frequencies! and the asterisks are based on the si
plified signals~shown for 2000, 2050, and 2100 Hz only!.
1215l H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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defined as*0
T@1/r i(t)#@@]r i(t)#/]Fc#

2dt. The normalized
sensitivity based on average-rate information~right column!
is defined as 1/Yi@]Yi /]Fc#

2 @see Eq.~4!#. Predictions based
only on average rate ignore timing information; therefore,
expected, the normalized sensitivity based on average ra
always lower than the normalized sensitivity based on b
rate and timing information~note the different ordinate
scales in Fig. 7!.

The solid lines in all ten panels of Fig. 7 were comput
with the stimuli that were used in the psychophysical stu
~Fig. 1!; the asterisks are results based on the simplified
monic complex signals~Fig. 3!. The results for the simplified
signals were nearly identical to those for the original signa
suggesting that the simplified signals contained the cues
dominated the predicted thresholds. To compare the res
across different center frequencies, the sensitivity profile
the AN population are plotted together in Fig. 8~a! ~rate-
based sensitivity! and Fig. 8~b! ~rate and timing!. There is
always a drop in sensitivity based on average-rate infor
tion for fibers with CFs near 2050 Hz@Fig. 8~a!#. In contrast,
the sensitivity based on rate plus temporal information
fibers with CFs near 2050 Hz varies depending upon
stimulus center frequency@Fig. 8~b!#; these fibers have rela
tively low sensitivities for some center frequencies yet
the most sensitive fibers in the population for other cen
frequencies.

FIG. 8. ~a! Normalized sensitivity patterns for triangular spectra with
slope of 400 dB/oct at various center frequencies based on average
information of AN model responses.~b! Normalized sensitivity patterns fo
triangular spectra at various center frequencies based on rate and t
information of AN model responses. This figure illustrates how informat
used by the model to discriminate the triangular spectrum stimuli is dis
uted across fibers with different CFs. Rate-only and rate-plus-timing in
mation is distributed differently, especially for fibers tuned near the ce
frequency of the spectrum.
1216 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan an
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When only rate information is used, the overall sen
tivities ~combined across CFs! for center frequency at 2000
Hz @Fig. 8~a!; dotted line# and 2100 Hz~asterisks! are ap-
proximately the same as that for center frequency of 2050
~circles!. Thus, the threshold based only on rate informat
is relatively flat as a function of center frequency@cf. Figs.
6~a!–~c!#. When both rate and timing information are in
cluded, the overall sensitivity for the stimulus with cent
frequency at a harmonic frequency~2000 or 2100 Hz! is
lower than the overall sensitivity for center frequency
2050 Hz, where a peak is observed in the sensitivity patt
~circles!. Thus, the population threshold based on both r
and timing information is higher for center frequencies
2000 and 2100 Hz than for 2050 Hz@cf. Figs. 6~a!–~c!#.

The general trends for the AN population model pred
tions based on rate and timing information qualitative
match those in the psychophysical results@Figs. 6~a!–~c!#.
That is, the presence of peaks or troughs in the prediction
in agreement with the experimental results. However, th
are more detailed trends in the psychophysical results
were explored further using the responses of subpopulat
of AN fibers. For example, human thresholds are not sy
metric around the lowest point on the threshold versus ce
frequency curve@Figs. 6~a!–~c!, thick lines#; thresholds at
2025 Hz are always lower than those at 2075 Hz. The po
lation model results based on both rate and timing inform
tion @Figs. 6~a!–~c!, asterisks# show a slight trend that agree
with this aspect of the psychophysical data. Figure 8~b!
shows a substantial difference in model sensitivity profi
between results for stimulus center frequencies of 2025
2075 Hz. This difference is effectively reduced in the over
population sensitivity due to the presence of the sideband
the profiles. These profiles suggested that predictions ba
on a smaller population of AN model fibers, centered
about 2050 Hz, would have a larger difference in thresh
across center frequencies. Predictions based on a restr
population of AN fibers are also interesting to consider b
cause it is reasonable to assume that the brain encodes i
mation in a specific frequency region~i.e., near one forman
frequency! based on information from a subset of AN fibe
rather than from the entire population.

Thresholds for different subsets of model AN fibers a
further explored in Fig. 9. Predictions based on model fib
with CFs between 1500 and 3000 Hz~asterisks! are com-
pared to those for CFs limited to 1900–2200 Hz~squares!.
Predictions are also shown for two single-fiber models:
one case, the model fiber used for each center frequency
the CF with the highest sensitivity to changes in that cen
frequency~circles!. The other single-fiber model was base
on the response of the model AN fibers with CF at 2106
~diamonds!. This CF was chosen as the member of the lo
rithmically spaced population that showed trends in sensi
ity, when both rate and timing information were used, th
most closely matched the trends in the psychophysical
sults. Predicted thresholds for the neighboring fiber in
AN population ~CF52077 Hz! were very similar ~not
shown!, indicating that the predicted thresholds were n
highly sensitive to the precise choice of CF.

Figures 9~a!–~c! show results based only on rate info
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FIG. 9. Thresholds for triangular spectra with various subsets of AN mo
fibers based on average-rate information~a!–~c! or both rate and timing
information ~d!–~f!. Each row corresponds to spectral envelopes with
given slope (G5100, 200, and 400 dB/oct from top to bottom!. Human
thresholds~Lyzenga and Horst, 1995! are shown as the solid line with no
symbols. The selections of the CFs of AN model fibers for the sm
population predictions are distinguished by different symbols. The line w
circles is based on the model fiber with the highest sensitivity at each ce
frequency.~The selection of this best model fiber could change for differ
center frequencies.! The line with diamonds is based on a single AN mod
fiber with CF equal to 2106 Hz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan and Laure
mation. The predictions based on the small population w
CFs between 1900 and 2200 Hz~marked by squares! show
the correct trend~i.e., lowest threshold at 2050 Hz and hig
est thresholds at 2000 and 2100 Hz!. However, the threshold
difference in this prediction~e.g., about a factor of 2 forG
5400 dB/oct.) is much smaller than the difference in t
psychophysical results~e.g., about a factor of 10 forG
5400 dB/oct.). The two single-fiber model predictions bas
only on the rate information fail to predict the general tre
of the psychophysical results.

Figures 9~d!–~f! show predictions based on both ra
and timing information. The predictions based only on t
set of model fibers with CF at 2106 Hz~diamonds! show a
shape that is most similar to the detailed trends seen in
psychophysical results, with the lowest threshold at 2050
the lowest threshold and the highest threshold differing
approximately a factor of 10~for G5400 dB/oct), and an
asymmetrical threshold function~the threshold at 2075 Hz is
higher than the threshold at 2025 Hz!. The other predictions
also show trends similar to those in the psychophysical d
however, they either do not have the asymmetry~squares and
circles! or they have a relatively small difference betwe
the lowest and highest thresholds~asterisks! as compared to
the psychophysical results.

B. Predictions for signals with trapezoidal spectra

Figures 6~d!–~f! compare model predictions with psy
chophysical results for center-frequency discrimination
stimuli with trapezoidal spectral envelopes of differe
slopes. The experiments using trapezoidal stimuli~Lyzenga
and Horst, 1995! included a center-frequency range equal
two times the fundamental frequency, with the thresho
showing the same patterns in the frequency range from 2
to 2200 Hz as in the range from 2000 to 2100 Hz. The mo
predictions are illustrated only for the range from 2000
2100 Hz; by illustrating this frequency range, the contr
between the results for the triangular and trapezoidal spe
is clearer. The changes in threshold across center frequ
are relatively small for trapezoidal stimuli that have lo
spectral slopes@G5100 and 200 dB/oct, Figs. 10~a!, ~b!, ~d!,
~e!#. For these slope conditions, predictions based on b
rate-alone and rate-and-timing are also relatively flat a
function of center frequency; neither model captures
small changes in threshold across center frequency for th
slope conditions. For the condition that resulted in relativ
large changes in threshold at different center frequen
@G5400 dB/oct, Figs. 10~c!, ~f!# both the rate-based an
rate-and-timing-based predictions have the general tre
seen in the psychophysical results, with the highest thre
olds for center frequency 2050 Hz and lower thresholds
center frequencies of 2000 and 2100 Hz. As was the case
the triangular spectra~Fig. 7!, predictions based on the sim
plified versions of the trapezoidal spectra were similar
those for the complete stimuli~not shown!, suggesting that
the cues contained in the simplified stimuli were respons
for the model thresholds.

The results for the stimuli with 400-dB/oct slopes@Figs.
10~c!, ~f!# were further examined by again looking at profil
of sensitivity versus model AN CF~Fig. 11!. Figure 11~a!
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shows sensitivities based on the average-rate informa
the integral of the sensitivity over model CF for the stimul
with center frequency of 2050 Hz@Fig. 11~a!, line with
circles# is lower than for center frequencies of 2000~dashed
line! and 2100 Hz~line with asterisks!. Therefore, the thresh

FIG. 10. Thresholds for the trapezoidal spectra based on average rate
mation only~a!–~c! and based on both rate and timing information~d!–~f!.
Each row corresponds to spectral envelopes with a given slope (G5100,
200, and 400 dB/oct from top to bottom!. The thick solid lines illustrate
human thresholds. Different symbols distinguish the model predictions
different selections of model CF range.
1218 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan an
n;

old at 2050 Hz is highest based on the rate information of
large population of AN model fibers@CFs of 1500–3000 Hz;
asterisks in Fig. 10~c!#.

Figure 11~b! shows the sensitivity patterns based on bo
rate and timing information; the overall sensitivity for th
stimulus with center frequency of 2050 Hz is lower than th
for the other center frequencies, and thus the highest thr
old appears at 2050 Hz for the prediction based on all
model fibers with CFs between 1500–3000 Hz in Fig. 10~f!
~asterisks!.

Figure 10 also shows predictions based on smaller
populations. For both the rate-only and the rate-and-tim
predictions for the 400-dB/oct slope condition, the trends
the prediction based on the model fibers with CF from 190
2200 Hz ~squares! and the prediction based on the singl
model CF with highest sensitivity for each stimulus~circles!
were most similar to the general trend of the prediction ba
on the larger population of model fibers@Figs. 10~c!, ~f!#.
The thresholds based on a single-model fiber with a CF eq
to 2106 Hz was also calculated~diamonds!. For the rate-only
prediction, the trend of this prediction is wrong~i.e., the
highest threshold occurs at 2000 Hz!. The prediction based
on a single CF at 2106 Hz, using both rate and timing inf
mation, is the best match to the trends in the psychophys
results@Fig. 10~b!#, including the asymmetry in threshold
across stimulus center frequency. It is interesting that
same CF channel~the model fiber with CF equal to 2106 Hz!
resulted in the best match to psychophysical results for b

or-

h

FIG. 11. Sensitivity patterns as a function of model-fiber CF for the tr
ezoidal spectra with a spectral slope of 400 dB/oct.~a! Sensitivity based on
only average-rate information and~b! based on both rate and timing infor
mation. Different harmonic-complex center frequencies are distinguishe
different symbols. This figure illustrates how the information used by
model to discriminate changes in center frequency of stimuli with trape
dal spectra is distributed across fibers tuned to different frequencies. As
true for triangular spectra~Fig. 8!, the differences between the rate an
rate-and-timing based models is largest for fibers with CFs near the ce
frequency of the stimulus spectrum.
d Laurel H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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the triangular and trapezoidal spectra for the rate-and-tim
based predictions.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, harmonic-complex frequency-di
crimination experiments were simulated with a compu
tional AN model, and the thresholds of an optimal detec
for the frequency-discrimination tasks were evaluated. T
model performance was quantified using only average-
information or using both rate and timing information.

Lyzenga and Horst~1995! showed predictions based o
the overall level change in the stimuli for the harmon
complex frequency discrimination. Their threshold pred
tions based on stimulus level and the threshold predicti
here based only on model AN rate information both d
agreed with the trends in human thresholds for harmo
frequency discrimination. Predictions based on combin
rate and timing information generally agreed with the tren
in psychophysical thresholds.

A method of simplifying the harmonic-complex spe
trum was useful for identifying potential timing cues e
coded in the harmonic complexes. The simplified signals
phase-transition cues that qualitatively explained the gen
trends in the thresholds. For the triangular spectrum, w
the center frequency~2050 Hz! was between two harmoni
components, the speed of the 180-deg phase transition
vided timing information that distinguished this stimulu
from one with a center frequency at a harmonic compon
~2000 or 2100 Hz!. For the trapezoidal spectrum, the pha
transients occurred more often in stimuli with center f
quency at 2000 or 2100 Hz than in the stimulus with cen
frequency at 2050 Hz. The rate-and-timing predictions
parently take advantage of this phase-transition cue
show the same trends as in human thresholds, for both
simplified stimuli and for the full harmonic complexes.

Figure 12 illustrates the representation of the pha
transition cue in the response of a model AN fiber with a
of 2106 Hz, which was the fiber used for the single-chan
model predictions@Figs. 9, 10, diamonds#. In Fig. 12~a!, the
responses of this AN model fiber to harmonic complex
~triangular spectrum,G5400 dB/oct) with center frequen
cies of 2050 Hz~thick line! and 2060 Hz~thin line! are
compared to a sinusoid signal~dashed line!. The 180-deg
phase reversal that was illustrated for the simplified stimu
@Fig. 4~a!# was also observed in the responses of the mo
AN fiber. Figure 12 shows the normalized changes in
response of the AN model fiber due to a 10-Hz cent
frequency change in the harmonic complex; i.e., the diff
ence in the thin and the thick solid lines in Fig. 12~a! nor-
malized by the thick solid line

Rdiff~ t !5
1

r CF52106~ tu f 52050!

3F r CF52106~ tu f 52060!2r CF52106~ tu f 52050!

206022050 G2

.

~6!
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Rdiff(t) illustrates the change in sensitivity as a functi
of time to the 10-Hz shift in center frequency due to th
model AN fiber’s response. The integral ofRdiff(t) over time
is the normalized sensitivity of this AN model fiber to th
center frequency change. Figure 12~b! shows thatRdiff(t) has
relatively high values during the 180-deg phase rever
This observation, along with the results in Figs. 9 and
supports the suggestion that the phase transitions pro
temporal information that is consistent with the sensitivity
listeners in the harmonic-complex center-frequency discri
nation task.

This study showed that fibers from a single-frequen
channel provided the best prediction of the trends of thre
old across center frequency for both the triangular spect
and the trapezoidal spectrum for the slope condition that
sulted in the most significant threshold changes. This sin
frequency channel is on the high-frequency side of
harmonic-complex envelope at the lowest center frequen
This is in agreement with a suggestion of Van Zanten~1980!
that the temporal modulation transfer function~TMTF! for
noise stimuli with various bandwidths and center frequenc
is governed by the signal contents within the highest f
quency bands of the stimuli.

FIG. 12. The phase transition in the triangular spectrum stimulus@see Fig.
4~a!# is preserved in the response of an AN model fiber. In panel~a!, the
dashed line is a reference signal~sinusoid, 2050 Hz!. The thick and the thin
solid lines are responses of an AN model fiber~CF52106 Hz! to harmonic
complexes with triangular spectra with slopes of 400 dB/oct. and ce
frequencies at 2050 and 2060 Hz, respectively. Panel~b! shows the differ-
ence between the responses to the harmonic complexes with and witho
10-Hz center-frequency change normalized by the response to the harm
complex without the 10-Hz frequency shift. The largest differences in
AN model response between stimuli with different center frequencies oc
near the time of the phase transition, when the stimulus envelope ha
smallest amplitude. See the text for more detail.
1219l H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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Model results based on a small number of AN fibe
with CFs near the signal frequency are intuitively more re
istic because these models require less neural processing
models based on large populations of AN responses, suc
spread-of-excitation models. If the stimuli are narrow-ba
signals, most of the AN fibers outside the small populat
centered at the target frequency generally would have
duced sensitivity to changes in the stimulus, especially
low sound-pressure levels. If the stimuli are broadband
nals~such as speech, or narrow-band signals in the pres
of noise!, the responses of AN fibers outside the small po
lation are likely to be dominated by stimulus compone
other than the target component. In addition, when the tas
a psychophysical experiment is to discriminate changes
more than one frequency component~e.g., at several forman
frequencies!, it is reasonable to assume that the auditory s
tem discriminates the change at each formant freque
based on the information from AN fibers tuned near t
formant frequency. Previous models based on temporal in
mation in the form of first-order intervals also concluded th
a suboptimal model based on relatively few AN fiber r
sponses over limited time windows provided better pred
tions of psychophysical data for frequency discrimination
pure tones than did a model based on the complete respo
of a large population of fibers~Goldstein and Srulovicz
1977; Srulovicz and Goldstein, 1983!.

Our predictions based on rate and timing in the
sponses of a few model fibers had trends more simila
those in human thresholds than did predictions based o
larger population for the triangular spectrum@Figs. 9~d!–~f!#,
but the improvement was not as significant for the trapez
dal spectrum@Figs. 10~d!–~f!#. The reason for this differenc
may be that the trapezoidal spectrum had a 200-Hz pla
and thus had a larger bandwidth than the triangular spectr
More AN fibers are likely to be involved in the discrimina
tion task for this type of spectrum.

The assumption of an ideal central processor is
physiologically realistic, as it requires the central nervo
system to have a perfect memory for the response patter
each stimulus. A more realistic temporal processing strat
across-CF coincidence detection, was also investigated~Tan,
2003!. Across-CF coincidence detection did not effective
explain trends in thresholds. Across-CF coincidence de
tion is most effective for across-channel temporal cues~e.g.,
Heinz et al., 2001b! and would not be expected to be effe
tive for within-channel temporal cues, such as the pha
transition cues in the harmonic complexes~Figs. 4, 5!. Other
mechanisms for extracting temporal cues, such as tunin
the modulation-frequency domain or interval-based cod
should be further explored in future studies. A recent phy
ologically based model for extraction of envelope cues p
vides one possible mechanism that should be tested in fu
studies for its potential to explain the psychophysical res
studied here~Nelson and Carney, 2004!.

Included in Lyzenga and Horst’s study~1995! were the
first steps in a series of studies that examined models to
the adequacy of various cues and decoding mechanism
explain their data. These models included a profile comp
son model and one based on amplitude-modulation detec
1220 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan an
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thresholds. They concluded that an excitation-profile co
parison model, which roughly predicted the lowest thresh
for both spectra shapes, best predicted their data. Howe
their explanation required the assumption that the excita
difference included only negative values for responses to
trapezoidal envelope, whereas both positive and nega
values had to be included for the triangular envelope~Fig. 10
of Lyzenga and Horst, 1995!. It is interesting that they were
able to explain their data with this model; however, it
difficult to envision a simple, physiologically based mod
designed to explain results for both types of stimuli th
would respond as their profile-comparison model requir
They also suggested that the results for the triangular s
trum can be partially explained by sensitivity to amplitud
modulation depth~Fig. 9 of Lyzenga and Horst, 1995!; how-
ever, this theory cannot explain why the threshold tren
differ as a function of center frequency between the trian
lar and trapezoidal spectra.

Lyzenga and Horst~1997! extended their earlier stud
and concluded that phase cues influence the threshold in
frequency region near 2000 Hz. They observed that when
fundamental frequency is 100 Hz, three harmonic com
nents fall into one critical band~roughly 250-Hz wide! and
thus the excitation-profile model cannot explain the data
cause it is insensitive to the relative phase relations of
harmonic components. They also calculated the envelo
weighted or intensity-weighted averaged instantaneous
quency~EWAIF or IWAIF; Feth, 1974!, and concluded tha
EWAIF and IWAIF showed little correspondence with th
psychophysical data. Additionally, Lyzenga and Horst~1997!
pointed out that the occurrence of peaks in the second-o
derivative of the triangular-spectrum signal’s temporal en
lope clearly depended on the center frequency of the h
monic complex, as well as on the phase relation of the h
monic components. These results indicate the poten
importance of temporal cues in explaining discriminati
thresholds.

As an extension of Lyzenga and Horst’s~1997! analysis
of envelope-based cues, theunweightedchange in the aver-
aged instantaneous frequency~AIF! was calculated for the
harmonic complexes

DAIF5U E
0

T

f 1~ t !dt2E
0

T

f 2~ t !dtU, ~7!

whereT is the duration of the stimulus,f 1(t) is the instan-
taneous frequency of the stimulus at a particular center
quency~2000, 2025, 2050, 2075, or 2100 Hz!, and f 2(t) is
the instantaneous frequency of the stimulus at a center
quency that has a 10-Hz shift from the center frequency
f 1(t). If the auditory system usedDAIF to decode the center
frequency change, then the size ofDAIF should be propor-
tional to the relative sensitivity of the auditory system to t
center-frequency change, and the reciprocal ofDAIF should
be proportional to threshold. TheDAIF and its reciprocal are
shown in Fig. 13. The reciprocal ofDAIF shows general
trends as a function of center frequency that are simila
human thresholds, and thus the changes in the mean valu
the instantaneous frequency could roughly account for
trends of the performance. BecauseDAIF is defined as the
d Laurel H. Carney: Encoding and discrimination of vowel-like sounds
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instantaneous-frequency difference between two stimuli
eraged over the duration of the stimulus, it is ‘‘averag
timing information’’ and thus is a suboptimal decodin
mechanism for timing information.

As described above, the AN model discharge rate,r i(t),
preserved the 180-deg phase transition~Fig. 12!, which is
closely related to the signal’s instantaneous frequency. T
the predicted threshold trend might be able to match tha
human thresholds better if a decoding mechanism that
extract thisDAIF information from the AN model output is
adopted.

The results above also suggest that the timing inform
tion related to phase transitions was greatest near the min
of the signal envelope@Fig. 12~b!#. However, both EWAIF
and IWAIF assign the greatest weights to the instantane
frequencies at the maxima of the signal envelope. This
ference explains why EWAIF and IWAIF do not account f
the center-frequency discrimination results, whereas the
weighted AIF better replicates the general trends in the
sults.

The simulations of AN fiber responses in this study we
all based on a nonlinear AN model~Tan and Carney, 2003!.
Only AN fibers with high spontaneous rate were consider
and the parameters of the AN model were based on ph
ological data of cat and gerbil. This peripheral model pro
ably does not provide an accurate representation of the
sponse properties of human AN fibers. However, replac
the peripheral filters with more sharply tuned fibers@e.g.,
using the AN model of Heinzet al. ~2001c! which has filters
based on Glasberg and Moore’s~1990! estimates of auditory
filters# did not change the trends illustrated in any of t

FIG. 13. Predictions of center-frequency discrimination results for the
angular spectrum~a!, ~b! and the trapezoidal spectrum~c!, ~d! with G
5400 dB/oct based on the unweighted averaged instantaneous frequ
~AIF!. The left column~a!, ~c! showsDAIF as a function of center fre-
quency. The right column~b!, ~d! shows the reciprocal ofDAIF as a func-
tion of the center frequency~solid line! and human thresholds~dashed line!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005Qing Tan and Laure
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rate-and-timing predictions and only introduced a slight
evation in threshold for triangular spectra with center f
quency of 2050 Hz, which worsened the agreement betw
model and psychophysical results. In addition, the trends
the results presented here were not affected by either
compressive nonlinearity or the glide in the instantane
frequency of the impulse response that are included in
AN model used in this study~Tan, 2003!.

One goal of this study was to improve our understand
of speech processing in the auditory periphery. The harmo
complex is a convenient, but highly simplified version of
vowel signal. Future work should pursue quantitative stud
of neural coding with stimuli more similar to natural speec
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1Absolute thresholds for Lyzenga and Horst’s~1995! level-based predictions
were based on a level jnd of 1.5 dB, which was empirically estimated
part of their study. The thresholds of the ideal processor used in this s
are lower because they were not limited by an independently imposed
but rather they were limited by the ideal processor’s sensitivity.

2The squared normalized sensitivity@i.e. (d8)2 from Heinzet al., 2001a# is
convenient to use in illustrating the sensitivity of a population of fibers
changes in a stimulus parameter. The squared sensitivity of a populatio
independent fibers with different CFs is simply the sum of the individ
fibers’ squared sensitivities, i.e. (d8)2 can be handled similar to (d8)2; thus,
the use of this metric allows one to visually estimate the sensitivity of
population by ‘‘integrating’’ across the entire population, or across sub
of the population. The normalized sensitivity is defined as sensitivity
unit frequency; therefore, the squared sensitivity has units of 1/Hz2.
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